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Mijas LBC 2nd to 12th Sept

2019

Summer Championships ( @ Mijas LBC from 2nd to 11th Sept 2019)
Mĳas were proud hosts of the 2019 Summer Championships and the competition
was extended by two days due to the volume of entries received across the five
disciplines. deVere Financial Services are the Mĳas LBC sponsors for this season
and were in attendance to offer their services to the competitors and spectators
through out the Championships.
Mixed Fours
The final was contested by a Mĳas team of Jeff Turner, Pat Baker, Geoff Edginton
and Juan Abeal, but they were out performed by a Lauro Team of Ron Jones,
Julian Thomas, Tony Barnes and Jane Richardson.
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Mixed Triples
Mĳas made home advantage pay securing all four semi final spots.
Jeff Turner, Pat Baker and Geoff Edginton played John and Sheila Wilson
supported by Steve Ward in the morning Semi Finals with the later winning
through with four ends to spare. In the second semi final Robert and Carol Wright
and Lorraine Penning Hamami defeated Juan Abeal, Manolo Suarez and Bill Neal
in a last end decider.
The Final was played in the
afternoon and John, Sheila
Wilson and Steve Ward were
conceded the game on
completion of the sixteenth
end when they increased their
advantage to 22-11. The game
had started very promisingly
for the eventual runner ups,
leading 7-1 after five ends.

Open Pairs
The final was won by Kevin Westwell/Paul Hughes (Lauro) beating Angie
Holt/Phil Baldry (Santa Maria) in a closely fought contest with the
advantage changing
in most ends.
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Ladies Singles
The Final between Hazel Gutteridge (Lauro) and Maria Foletti (Benavista)
seen Hazel establish a good lead and then Maria stormed back with a very
strong second half performance. With the players neck and neck and each
having a chance to win the game in what was the final end.
Maria trailed the jack
away from Hazel game
lie and lay game shot
herself. Hazels final bowl
fell inches short of taking
the game into another
end and Maria was
crowned Ladies
Champion.

Mens Singles
Bill Neal (Mĳas) was eliminated by
Joe Stamper (Benalmadena) at the
Semi final stage and despite
playing well he could not match the
consistent Stamper, who sustained
a hamstring during the match
forcing him to withdraw from the
final. The winner of the second
semi final contested by Kevin
Westwell (Lauro) and Tom Rogers
(Santa Maria) would become
competition winner. Tom ran out
21-4 winner when Kevin was
unable to find the form he had
earlier in the competition.
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